
EleVia Field Services Suite
for Deltek Vision®

Your schedulers can easily create Field Work Assignments (FWAs) and assign them to 
crews using drag-and-drop functionality that pulls data directly from your Deltek Vision 
Employee and Project Info Centers. Imagine how easy it will be to schedule  
and manage crews with:

+  A Gantt-like chart that allows you to see which FWAs are scheduled for every crew.
+  A mapping feature that lets you see the location of each FWA and crew.
+  Color-coding that makes it easy to see the status of each FWA.

Approvers can quickly approve or reject timesheets on either desktop or mobile devices.

With field labor automatically entered into timesheets from the FWAs, timesheets are 
completed quickly. Your accountants simply upload that information into Deltek Vision 
with the click of a button. There’s no need for duplicate data entry and the potential  
errors it can bring.

Your field crews can pull up their FWAs any time, anywhere, using mobile devices.  
In an instant, they can see where they need to be. Other benefits:

+  They can map the site location, even in the middle of a desert or an ocean. 

+  Once on site, they can add photos and other details about the job. 

+   There’s no need for them to enter timesheets for their field work; time is 
automatically copied from an FWA onto their timesheets.

+   Predefined timesheet rules — like union regulations or your firm’s overtime rules  
— help you minimize the risk of fines and improve utilization.

SCHEDULERS:  
Increase productivity 

TIMESHEET APPROVERS:  
Speed processing

FIELD CREWS:  
Increase utilization 
and timesheet accuracy 

ACCOUNTANTS:  
Speed processing 

AUTOMATE FIELD SCHEDULING AND TIMESHEETS 

AND WATCH PRODUCTIVITY SOAR
If you’ve been looking for a smarter way to communicate with field crews, you just found it. Say goodbye to whiteboards and spreadsheets. Say 

hello to EleVia Field Services Suite. We developed this proprietary, add-on mobile product for Deltek Vision® to automate the field workflow — 

from scheduling to timesheets — so you can be more productive and improve utilization. You’ll reap benefits across your organization.



INSTANT NOTIFICATIONS TO 

SPEED COMMUNICATION
To help speed the field workflow, you can set up numerous user-defined notifications. For example, you can alert field crews when an 

FWA is created, alert project managers when an FWA is completed, alert approvers when timesheets are ready to review and alert 

accounting when timesheets are approved, so they can upload timesheets to Deltek Vision and bill.

HOW ELEVIA FIELD SERVICES SUITE WORKS
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FIELD CREWS
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CREW CHIEFS
Upon job completion, 
submit actual hours, 

signatures and photos 
from any mobile device

About EleVia Software 
We’re a Central Consulting Group company that develops, delivers and supports software to extend the value of the Deltek Vision ERP system  

for architecture, engineering and professional service firms. Our products elevate and enhance key financial and operational processes —  

giving you valuable insight into project performance and profitability.
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